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Background
Ethnic Minority Achievement (EMA) nursery nurses, Gurdeep
Sahota and Gita Basu, decided that they would like to
develop the multimodal project undertaken in Sheringham
Nursery School (Fell 2011) in their settings and encourage
parents to participate. Both Gurdeep and Gita worked
closely with ESOL (English language) classes for parents
being run in their settings, and had established close links
with parents attending. They also organised story groups
in home languages, with stories read and told by parents.
Gurdeep ran bookmaking sessions where children and
parents chose personal photos to make a small book, adding
text translated into home language. Copies of these books
were kept in the setting and another copy taken home.

The nurseries
Gurdeep works at Oliver Thomas Nursery School which is
part of an integrated Surestart Children’s Centre. The setting
has three classes. Over 90% of the children are minority
ethnic (the majority are Tamil speakers, although over 25
languages are spoken) and approximately 90% of children
are at early stages of English.

Gita works at Edith Kerrison Nursery School – also part of
an integrated Surestart Children’s Centre. The setting has
three classes. Over 75% of the children are minority ethnic
(the majority are African, East European and South Asian).
More than twenty languages are spoken in the setting and
approximately 50% of children are at early stages of English.

The project
The learning intentions were to:

• build on and extend existing good practice and links
with parents. (Both settings were particularly keen to
involve fathers as this linked with the focus on raising
boys’ achievement)

Working in partnership with
parents - creating multimodal
stories in the Early Years

Sharon Fell, former Minority Ethnic Achievement Advisory Teacher in the London Borough of Newham

The first part of this article described how children in nursery settings made their own multimodal storybooks.
This second part shows what happens when parents have the chance to work alongside their children in two
Early Years’ settings. In one of these settings, the work gave particular focus to children who experienced
difficulties with learning for various reasons.

• develop and encourage children’s storytelling through
role play of favourite stories, using props and puppets

• produce multimodal books in home languages for
children to share with key workers, peers and parents.

Initial preparation
A poster informed parents about the project and included
a timetable for them to complete, to show when they
could come to work with their child. Gurdeep and Gita also
planned to work with a focus child, their parent (younger
siblings were welcomed) and one or two buddies.

At Oliver Thomas an outside pagoda was used to display
chosen stories and appropriate props, materials, puppets
and soft toys.

Each focus child would choose their favourite story and a
couple of buddies to work with. At Edith Kerrison an outside
chalet was used.
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Haries’behaviour and he was able to return to his class a
more settled child with no more tears.

Haries before...and after (the troll)

Involvement of parents
Parents confidently read the stories chosen in home
languages to make the activity more accessible to children.
If children were unclear about something parents were able
to explain in their home language.

insert art 5 photo 06 with caption below

Amum reading in the home language

Rahaf chose the story Brown Bear, Brown Bear and spoke in
Arabic whilst the story was being read. It was assumed that
she was naming the animals. When his mother arrived she
was able to confirm that this was the case. In this way, she
was helping with first language assessment in a friendly, non
threatening situation. His mother was also very positive in
her feedback about the activity and was one of the parents
who wanted to join the story telling group. Rahaf’s book
was translated into Arabic.

Rahaf (on the left) and Hooria

The project also allowed families to work and participate
in the activity together. For Hooria, it was a chance to
introduce her brothers to what she did in the setting. As the
older sister, she acted as the role model but worked with
them rather than dominating them. Allowing her brothers
to join in enabled Hooria’s mother to be part of the activity.

Evaluating the project

1. Through creating stories in collaboration with parents
and family members, parents were able to see how:
• their children were able to tell their own stories through

listening to well illustrated stories with repetitive text
• children had a wealth of experience of stories which

enriched their own story telling
• less confident children, or those still acquiring English,

were able to re-tell a story or substitute nouns of their
own choice

• children were able to hear some good peer modelling of
language or suggestions made by parents

• all the stories chosen allowed children to adapt them and
did not limit choice

• children who experienced difficulty with learning were
able to successfully engage and participate in the
activities, becoming more confident in the process.

2. Higher level thinking skills
Parents were also interested to see how children could
demonstrate higher level thinking skills and adapt stories to
include things that interested them, as demonstrated in the
following examples.

Luqman chose the story of The Very Hungry Caterpillar. In
the following extract the children are explaining how the
caterpillar feels and are offering solutions to his problems;

He’s getting bigger and he’s getting full.
He’s so heavy he will fall in the ground.
He’s got hiccups.
Try orange juice.
Hold your breath.
He’s sad.

The children also saw in this story the importance of using
two different caterpillars to represent the tiny caterpillar at
the beginning of the story and the big, fat caterpillar near
the end of the story.
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